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hr. Dreh'sP, 

10/12/94 

adpvo.:aieto your letter and that old typewriter. Is it an Undoruood of to 

model se popular in ne-,ga.00ms of the 1930s? I had to ?LIP tainei the cr.ad of the 1960s 

becau:vi no varts could be i•Jund for it. 

yo. ■ write, a5 I  th.i.s.% you understand, is consistent with what 1  have ltrritten. 

Sven more co ,with a book that way guttertand another that is being delayed. 
1,v4‘1 

rho 
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 . media and the LimbauGhers have kept the people uninformed and very few 

co ;:vet 	deterienation with our becemin.• the world's biggest banana republic. And 
!lith lm that happened. Although a not inVderable nwlib.r do and write me. 

I can and. do attest to th...! validity of youtl aphorisifi: I roost to 4ttesti 
of tilvd.; you .rite :muml:; lihza you recently reread Paine' Ai:0  of "eason! 

Iiany th nO and best wishes, 

of  

Harold. Weisberg 



For myself, I had no choice: like it or not, I had to cope with it as 
best I could, or go under. 

To confront the idea that our country has been taken over by vicious 
men, that we have entered upon a stage of our history where the very 
idea of government serving the will of the governed, has been aban-
doned, for ever - that is painful, it is malignant, it is h2adly to 
be borne. 

The murder of Jack Kennedy is malignant, it is a cancer on the body 
politic-, a cancer which can never be healed,..,It breaks my heart to 
think that this country can never be whole and healthy again. 
I have become an outsider, a permanent exile, a stranger in a strange 
land. There is no way I can heal this wound, like the wound of the 
Fisher King, it emasculates, it suppurates, I will never be healthy 
again..... 

The only way I have been able to cope with this dreadful thing at all, 
to stay afloat in a sea of lies, is to cling to the idea of truth, like 
Odysseus clinging to the mast of his storm-wrecked ship. I have the 
blind unreasoning urge to read all the books, to Agow and understand 
the hateful thing in all its detail. I feel that i I can just cut my 
way through the jungle of official lies, and get at the kernel of truth -
that way lies sanity, safety, the means of staying afloat in this awful 
sea of offal. 

So this is to thank you for your help in staying afloat. You are my 
physician, and I want to thank yau for assistance, to acknowledge my debt 
while I can. To search untirirfgly for truth in the face of the impossible 
weight of official lies - that is no mean way to spend your days. 

I salute you, sir. And leave you with an aphorism that sounds like it 
must have come from Vonnegut or some other crazy: 

THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH HAS TO BE ITS OWN REWARD, BECAUSE IT 

DOESNT HARDLY EVER BRING IN MUCH BREAD. 

( (v 	 t)  1) 	 d Dre - 	
Cf. 	 Tha 	hr - 

p.s. We are told that the Great Commandment is to love God with all 
our hearts. 

A foolish teaching: how can you love God, Something you cannot appre-
hend in any way ? 

What we can, love is. those attributes of Himself that appear to us as 
the eternal Ideas: 

TRUTH, BEAUTY, GOODNESS, JUSTICE, PRECISION, INTEGRITY"... 

To love truth is to turn your face toward Himself ? 

Why dont you call David Belin and tell him that for thirty years he 
has turned his face from God ? 
make him laugh at that. 



6 october 94 

Harold Weisberg 
Frederick, Md. 

Dear sir: 
All of us - the whole country - we all took a fearful wound back 
in November '63. 
Most of us did not realize at the time, what a fearful and in-
curable wound it was. 
As long as we could think that it was an accident of history,  it 
was bearable, we thought it would heal, we thought we would soon 
recover our balance and go on with life as usual. 
For myself, I was uneasy: I knew that something was wrong, even 
before the shots. The great Cuban invasion, that grated on me, all 
the deceptions, the lies, they all seemed caught up in some kind 
of hatefulness. Adlai - even Adlai Stevenson stood up and lied his 
head off in the world assembly. 
I was already hit before Jack Kennedy ever went to Dallas. 

Then came the murder. I was pretty cool about it, I just shrugged 
my shoulders and went on with the daily grind. The people around me 
expressed sorrow, dismay, the usual emotions you feel at this kind 
of thing. 

The worm of doubt was not in us. We were as docile as sheep, milling 
around in the pen waiting for the knife. I scanned the Warren Report 
casually, I accepted it casually - what else could I do ? How could 
I challenge this imposing group of prestigious men ? I didn't know 
what had happened, how could I ? I didn't have any way to challenge. 
I didn't want to challenge. Nobody did. Unconsciously we wanted to be 
lieve it was an accident, something done by a lunatic, having no 
meaning, no consequences other than bereavement. 

Then there came that fateful day when I picked up some book about the 
murder - not one of yours - and read about the bike cop who saw the 
pigeorm fly off the roof of the Depository, went charging in there, 
and found our young man standing in the lunch room drinking a coke. 

Wait a minute....WAIT A DAMN MINUTE....nobody is that cool, nobody can 
run upstairs, take a pop at the President, run back downstairs, and 
stand around drinking a coke? nobody 	 

The worm of doubt crawled in through my ear, made a home in there, and WV 
lived in my consciousness for the next thirty years. 

Most people have deciked to stay on the surface of things, to accept 
the official version of things, to do anything rather than rip the 
bandage off this suppurating wound, and face the consequences. To see 
this terrifying fact, to know that this was not an accident but a care-
fully staged coup involving agencies of the government, the Army, CIA, 
FBI, the Power Elite of this country - to bring this up into the full 
light of day, confront it and deal with it - this is beyond the ability 
of most people. 


